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Abstract—SSDs are being increasingly adopted in the storage
hierarchy as they provide substantially lower latencies compared
to HDDs. However, there is still a tremendous need for faster
service to satisfy the low latency and high bandwidth demands
of large-scale computing platforms. Long latency write operations
and Garbage Collection (GC) costs are detrimental to the SSD
performance as they negatively affect the responsiveness of the
drive. Reducing write traffic to the SSD can help significantly
lower the response times and minimize the GC costs. In this
paper, we show that a majority of pages written to SSD turn
into garbage pages. To date, these pages have been immediately
(or very soon at the next GC invocations) removed from the
device to clean up space for the incoming writes. However, our
study in this paper suggests that delaying removal of some
garbage pages can help. Specifically, leveraging value popularity
to estimate their rebirth can be used to postpone collecting
these pages. We design an efficient buffering mechanism to store
garbage pages, thereby reducing overheads for GC, and using
some of this garbage content to service subsequent writes. Our
enhancements considerably reduce the number of writes and
lead to lower latency, with an average improvement of 29% and
24.5%, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

With ever-increasing need for data processing, datacenter-
scale applications require to adopt high performance storage sys-
tems, to accelerate data accesses, and hence improve the whole
system performance. NAND Flash SSDs are widely adopted in
large production environments, and provide substantially lower
latency and higher throughput than conventional disks, with a
continually dropping price per gigabyte. Applications are, at the
same time, much more reliant on the lower latencies. In many
of these datacenter-scale applications, especially customer-
facing ones, latencies are extremely critical, with longer delays
(especially from storage) impacting their profitability [1]–[3].
Although SSDs are fast in general, they still suffer from
long-latency write operations as well as Garbage Collection
(GC) overheads which are detrimental to SSD performance.
Despite many prior efforts to optimize write traffic [4]–[8] and
minimize GC costs [9]–[12], SSDs face serious challenges in
providing fast and consistent service. Reducing write traffic can
help significantly lower the response times and minimize GC
costs. In this paper, we leverage garbage pages to effectively
reduce the number of pages to be garbage collected and even
reduce number of writes to normal pages. To date, these
pages have been immediately (or very soon at the next GC
invocations) removed from the device to clean up space for
the incoming writes. However, in this paper, after an in-depth
analysis of the garbage pages, we identify the potential benefits
when delaying the removal of garbage pages. Then, we propose

a novel mechanism to maintain the information of such pages
for later use.

Writes in SSD are much more slower than reads with
write latencies almost 10–20 times longer than reads. This
asymmetry in read and write latency is especially detrimental
to read performance as several reads can be suspended due
to an ongoing write operation, resulting in long latencies in
their service. On the other hand, one of the characteristics of
NAND Flash SSDs, unlike many other storage media, is the
no-write-in-place property of flash [13], [14]. This out-of-place
update property necessitates a Flash Translation Layer (FTL) to
periodically run GC in order to free up space, by reading out the
valid data following by a long latency erase operation. When
an update to a page happens, FTL invalidates the older version,
hence it turns to a garbage page waiting to be collected by GC.
Any requests, whether reads or writes, that come during GC
are queued up, thereby incurring a high latency. This latency
is even much larger than a write operation latency. Moreover,
each NAND Flash cell can endure only limited number of
erases, beyond which the cell wears out. Thus, dealing with
GC costs and long-latency write operations is a challenging
task SSD vendors have been dealing with.

There has been a large body of research on mitigating write
and GC overheads in the SSDs through reducing number of
writes to the SSD. Prior papers [4]–[6], [15]–[17] provide
several methodologies to help reduce write traffic to the SSD by
exploiting value locality and data de-duplication. They propose
several enhancements, primarily to the FTL, to avoid redundant
writes on the SSD. Others [18], [19] propose compression
techniques to shrink the amount of data that is going to be
written into the SSD. However, all these proposals have only
considered the normal/live pages, and immediately convert a
page to garbage upon updates, which are later collected by
GC. Zhou et al. [20] propose to recycle garbage pages from
garbage back to live/normal through employing a simple LRU
mechanism considering value popularity. This work has two
primary inefficiencies: (i) they take value popularity of reads
and writes into account when figuring out the probability of
recycling for a garbage page. However, as prior work shows [4],
value popularity for reads and writes can be completely different
– a value which is frequently read is not necessarily written
frequently, and it is common to write once and read multiple
times. Thus, a value which is popular in reads does not
necessarily have a higher recycling probability; and (ii) their
buffer replacement policy considers the recency of garbage
pages associated with each page address, hindering the efficacy
and scalability of their work. As we will later show in this
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Fig. 1: Probability of reusing garbage pages to service incoming
writes. These traces are collected on several days for mail (m),
home (h), and web (w). Xi in this figure refers to the ith day
of trace X (e.g., m2 means the second day of mail).

paper, recycling probability for garbage pages is highly related
to the value popularity, and not the temporal locality in page
addresses. We will also quantitatively compare our proposed
approach with this prior work.

In this paper, we analyze the garbage pages and aim at
exploiting the potential benefits that could be achieved by
recycling such pages to service the incoming write traffic.
Recycling garbage pages and moving them back to live could
provide multiple advantages: (i) reducing the number of pages
to be garbage collected, thereby reducing the data movement
and erase overheads associated with GC; and (ii), even reducing
the number of writes to the normal pages as a write request
with the same content already present in the garbage pool can
reuse that to fulfill the request.

Value locality (value popularity), i.e., more frequent accesses
to a fraction of values, is often observed in I/O traces [5], [21].
Specifically, value locality in writes implies that a number of
write requests attempt to write the same data during the course
of execution, resulting in creation of multiple copies of the
same data/value1 on the SSD. Upon an update to each copy
of the same value, a garbage page with that value is created.
Later, when an incoming write request is attempting to write
the same value, that request can be short-circuited by reusing
the corresponding garbage page without performing any actual
long-latency write operation on the SSD. To investigate how
likely it is to service an incoming write using garbage pages,
we analyze several traces collected from mail server, home
directory, and web server of FIU university [21] which include
hash of the data for each request. In this experiment, we keep
track of all garbage pages assuming that an unlimited buffer
space is available. In Figure 1, we present the opportunity of
reusing a garbage page. This figure shows that, if we had an
infinite buffer to store the garbage pages and not remove them,
we could have prevented actually writing considerable number
of writes (by up to 86%). Moreover, according to this figure,
this opportunity still exists (although it decreases), even after
deduplication.

In the first part of this paper, we investigate the page updates
(creation of garbage pages) from content perspective, and show

1Note that we use the terms “value” and “data” interchangeably throughout
this paper. Either data or value means a block of data, e.g., 4KB chunk of
data.

that a majority of pages written into SSD are converted into
garbage during the course of operation. Although reusing such
pages can help considerably reduce the write traffic and GC
overheads, accommodating such amount of data is not feasible
since keeping track of this much of information requires a
large memory space and sacrifices the valuable on-SSD RAM
space. Additionally, not erasing these values will result in SSD
running short of the available space to service the incoming
write traffic. By studying the distribution of garbage pages and
the number of reuses happen to them, we observe the presence
of value locality among garbage pages and number of rebirths
to them, which are relevant to the value popularity among
normal pages, i.e, the higher the value popularity, the higher
is the number of rebirths. This provides important insights
on “which” garbage pages to invest on by keeping them for a
longer time to leverage them in the near future.

Keeping track of all popular values can be very costly.
Thus, we seek the opportunities of temporarily maintaining the
required information of garbage pages. Simply employing an
LRU-based buffering mechanism, despite being effective, does
not suffice as it does not take into account the popularity of
garbage pages. To effectively resurrect garbage pages, we adapt
a multi-queue buffering mechanism [22], which takes both
recency and frequency of accesses into account, by employing
multiple LRU queues each of which belonging to a group of
garbage pages with a specific popularity. We present the detailed
implementation of this technique and discuss the enhancements
required in the SSD FTL to support its different functionalities.
Our proposed technique is well suited to be implemented in the
device controller, and can scale very well with the increased
SSD capacity. The proposed enhancements yield significant
benefits in reducing the number of writes over the baseline
system (around 29% on the average and by up to 70% across
studied workloads) and improving latency (24.5% improvement
on the average and by up to 52%).

In the last part of this paper, we show that recycling garbage
pages does not contradict previous efforts on deduplication and
is in fact complementary to them, as our proposed mechanism
goes beyond just finding a similar content among normal pages,
by finding pages to resurrect from the garbage pool. Combining
our proposed approach with deduplication leads to further
benefits, over and beyond what deduplication alone provides.
Implementing our proposed approach on top of deduplication
leads to another 11% reduction in the number of writes, and by
as much as 15% higher improvement in latency, as compared
to a system applying only deduplication.

II. CHARACTERIZING GARBAGE PAGES FROM CONTENT
PERSPECTIVE

In this section, we investigate the distribution of garbage
pages created by GC, from their content perspective. First, we
explain the workloads studied. Then, we analyze the content
of pages invalidated by GC. Finally, we report our findings
and their implications.
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A. Workloads Studied

Throughout this section, we use three block traces collected
from home directories of research groups (home), department
mail server (mail), and web server (web) at the FIU uni-
versity [21]. Details of these traces are presented in Table II.
All traces contain identical request sizes of 4KB with 16B
hash (MD5) of the content for each request. These workloads,
studied in prior work [4], [21] as well, exhibit high skewness
in value locality, i.e., a small fraction of values account for a
large number of accesses. In fact, the existence of duplicate
data in disk traces is very common. Data duplicates can be
created as a consequence of: (i) copying and modifying shared
files by one or more users that results in multiple identical
or partially identical files (homes); (ii) virtualized systems
where multiple virtual disk files are hosting identical OS and
application files [23] (web), (ii) Circulated attachments and
SPAM emails in mail servers [21] (mail), and (iii) workloads
such as file systems or test environments that store multiple
identical data blocks [24]. Further examples for sources of
redundant data blocks in HPC storage systems, desktop and
cloud applications exist in [25]–[29]. Note that the studies
throughout this section are done by analyzing the traces and
keeping track of accesses and updates which result in creation
of garbage pages, and reusing them.

B. Analyzing Garbage Pages

First, we look at the distribution of page invalidation
(conversion to garbage pages) from the content perspective,
which is an indication of the number of garbage pages. Figure 2
shows the CDF of invalidation counts for all the values accessed
during the execution of one of the workloads (mail). As this
figure shows, only 30% of values written during the course
of execution are still present (live) in the SSD, and the rest
have been invalidated –converted to garbage pages. This figure
reveals the significance of garbage pages which account for
a majority of pages during the course of execution. To date,
all the optimizations in the SSDs have only considered the
live pages and once these pages turn into garbage, they wait
for being reclaimed by GC – the reuse opportunity has not
been investigated. However, as already presented in Figure 1,
if we had an infinite buffer to store the garbage pages without
completely removing them, we could avoid a considerable
amount of write traffic – incoming writes which are trying to
write the same data already present in the garbage pages, can
be short-circuited to prevent actually writing them on flash.
Accommodating such a large number of values, i.e., 70% of all
the values accessed, is not feasible for two reasons: (i) keeping
track of this much of information requires a large memory
space and sacrifices the valuable on-SSD RAM space, and
(ii) not erasing these values and not cleaning up space on the
SSD, will result in SSD running short of the available pages
to service the incoming write traffic.

To keep track of garbage pages, we seek the opportunities of
reducing the space overheads associated with maintaining the
garbage pages from two angles: (i) storing a lower number of
garbage pages instead of storing all of them, and (ii) reducing

Fig. 2: CDF of invalidation counts. The x-axis shows the
invalidation count and the y-axis shows the fraction of values
with less than or equal number of invalidations

the residency time of values in the provided space. In the next
subsection we aim to seek answers for the question of “which”
garbage pages should be kept live for a longer time, with the
hope of leveraging them in the near future.

1) Value Locality in Garbage Pages: Figures 1 and 2
implicitly show the presence of value locality among the
garbage pages, as a value gets invalidated multiple times and
can be used for later writes. In this subsection, we explore
the value locality for garbage pages and, by studying this new
aspect of value locality (liveness and death of values), we show
how the garbage values can be taken advantage of to reduce
the write traffic, thereby reducing GC overheads.

Redundant writes to SSD, leads to a situation where multiple
copies of the same content reside on the device. The amount of
redundant writes is evident in Figure 3.(a), which presents the
CDF of number of writes to each unique value in one of the
workloads (mail) studied. The x-axis in this figure represents
the unique values written during the course of execution, sorted
based on their number of writes in a descending order. As this
figure shows, not all values have equal number of writes, and
around 20% of the values account for almost 80% of the writes;
these values are referred to as popular values. Subsequently,
when updates to any page happen, due to out-of-place updates in
SSDs, these pages are invalidated and converted to the garbage
pages, waiting to be erased during the next GC cycles. Next
we investigate the distribution of garbage pages and compare
and contrast it with value popularity and provide some insights
which are used towards devising our proposal.

To investigate the invalidation count/frequency of unique
values, we draw the CDF of invalidations in Figure 3.(b), for
the same workload. This figure provides interesting insights:
(i) there is a similar trend in writes and updates to the values
–popular values experience more number of writes as well as
more number of updates; and (ii) like popularity distribution, a
small fraction of values account for most of the updates (page
invalidations which in turn leads to creation of garbage pages)
–around 20% of values account for more than 80% of garbage
pages. This figure shows that updates are very common. On
the other hand, as we already discussed in Figure 1, many of
the values invalidated, are accessed later. Therefore, we extend
the definition of the life-cycle of a value to have three stages:
(i) creation, the first time a value is written, (ii) death, when a
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: CDF of (a) writes to unique values, (b) invalidations of unique values, and (c) rebirths. Values on x-axis are sorted
based on their number of writes.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: Number of writes from (a) creation to death, and (b) death to rebirth. (c) Rebirth counts for values with different
popularity degrees.

value gets invalidated, and (iii) rebirth, when a value is rewritten
after its death. Keeping track of the dead values, if we can turn
them back to live, we could provide multiple advantages: (i)
reducing the number of writes, i.e., if a write happens to a dead
value, it can be short-circuited by not actually performing the
write, but converting that dead page to a normal page; and (ii)
reducing the overhead of garbage collection as the dead values
not need being erased. Note that this optimization go beyond
the normal write reduction of content-based flash proposals by,
even avoiding the first write that may not find any live values
(but there could be dead pages with those values).

So far, we have explored the creation and death distributions.
In the rest of this section we aim at exploring the distribution of
rebirths. Figure 3.(c) presents the CDF of rebirths for the unique
values. We observe the following: (i) most number of rebirths
happen to a small fraction of values, and (ii) popular values
tend to have more rebirths –a value which is more frequently
written, dies more frequently (as Figure 3.(b) shows), and is
reborn more frequently. Exploiting this subset of values, can
significantly reduce the required space to store them. We call
this value locality in rebirths/recreations. To date, the life-cycle
of a value written on the SSD, is terminated by moving it to

garbage pages right after invalidation, which is later wiped out
of the device. The value locality in the re-creations, opens the
door to a new set of optimizations by manipulating the data
life-cycle – rather than wiping out the data once invalidated.

Our observations imply that a value which is popular in terms
of number of writes to it, is more likely to get invalidated and
recreated. As discussed earlier in this section, accommodating
all the garbage pages is not a feasible option. However, our
observations show that, considering only the set of popular
values and giving them a second chance to get recycled, can
result in considerable benefits. Popular values, despite including
only a fraction of the entire unique values, due to high number
of recreations, can significantly reduce future writes. However,
these values still contain considerable amount of data (e.g., a
fifth of all values), which makes their reuse a challenging task.
As previously mentioned, another way of reducing the space
required for storing garbage pages, is to limit the time interval
in which a garbage page should be kept before dumping it.
We should note that, not all popular values are of the same
importance. As prior work [4], [5] shows, values can have
different levels of popularity. Thus, even among popular values,
some of them have more potential to be kept for a longer time.
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In the next subsection, we take this into account as well as
the time-line of a value lifetime to provide further insights on
how to reduce the space for storing the garbage pages.

2) Garbage Pages–Time Perspective: By finding a relation
between the time interval of the accesses to a value with its
popularity degree, each value can have a specific degree of
importance temporarily. Here we look at the time it takes
from creation of a value to its death, and from its death to
its rebirth. As a means of a time metric and also to relatively
compare the time intervals, we report the number of writes
(occurring between the two events) as our metric for this
observation. Figures 4.(a) and 4.(b) relatively present the
time it takes for a value from creation to death, and from
death to rebirth, respectively, for different levels of popularity.
The x-axis in these figures is the degree of popularity and
the y-axis represents the number of writes. These figures
provide following observations: (i) highly popular values are
invalidated and reborn more quickly, and (ii) storing these
highly popular values can be used to service incoming writes.
Further, Figure 4.(c), shows the number of rebirths with regards
to the popularity degree, with x-axis showing the popularity
degree and the y-axis showing the number of rebirths. As
illustrated in this figure, the higher the value popularity, the
higher is the number of rebirths.

3) Findings: In summary, a majority of pages written to
SSD, turn into garbage pages. To date, these pages have been
immediately (or very soon at the next GC invocations) removed
from the device to clean up space for the incoming writes.
However, our analysis in this section suggest that delaying
the collection of some garbage pages can help. Specifically,
leveraging value popularity to estimate its rebirth can be used
to postpone collecting these pages. Designing an efficient
mechanism to store pages can serve two purposes: (i) reducing
overheads for GC, and (ii) using souls of this garbage content
to service subsequent writes.

III. DESIGN PARADIGM

In this section, we describe our proposal through which
we can recycle pages that have recently turned into garbage.
As explained earlier, it turns out that some values tend to be
recreated soon after their death. Thus, storing them temporarily
after their death will help short-circuiting an incoming write
that is trying to write the same value already present in the
dead-value pool. A naive implementation of this dead-value
pool would store the whole page content (4KB) and compare
the content of incoming write with the stored ones. The huge
cost of this naive solution will make the implementation of
dead-value pool infeasible, due to high buffer capacity as well
as large comparison delay. Instead, maintaining the hash of
4KB chunks, e.g., 16B hashes, seems to be a more viable
option. Computing the hash of a value, on the other hand, is a
light-weight task using the existing processing power of SSDs
with specific encryption functionalities [30], [31]. Next, we
explain the design of such buffers for maintaining the hash of
garbage pages for future use.

Fig. 5: Number of writes with using simple LRU-based buffer
with 100K-1M entries. The number of writes when employing
an infinite buffer is also reported for comparison.

A. Dead-Value Pool Design

As previously explained, it is not possible to maintain all
the garbage pages. Rather, we need to store them for a short
time in a small buffer, and replace the new garbage pages with
old ones due to limited buffer space. Regarding our findings in
the previous section, popular values tend to be recreated soon
after their death. Thus, when a value resides in the buffer for
a relatively long time without any further access, this value is
less likely to be accessed in the future and can be discarded
once the buffer is full. This motivates the need for an LRU-
based replacement policy for the design of our dead-value pool
mechanism. We design a simple LRU-based dead-value pool
which temporarily accommodates hashes of the garbage pages
in the RAM space of the SSD. The hashes are inserted into
this buffer upon invalidation (turning into garbage), and evicted
when (i) reused by an incoming write, (ii) erased by garbage
collection, or (iii) replaced with an incoming garbage page
which is inserted to the buffer. Note that after a garbage page is
reused, its information is evicted since it is not garbage anymore
(not reusable anymore). Reusing normal/live values has already
been studied by the deduplication of content strategies [4], [5]
which is orthogonal to our proposal. Later in the evaluation
section, we will show how much benefit our proposal will
accrue when combined with deduplication.

To analyze the efficacy of a simple LRU-based dead-value
pool, we measure the amount of possible reduction in the
number of writes to the SSD, by varying the size of LRU-buffer
and comparing it with the maximum achievable reduction when
an infinite buffer is employed. Here we assume buffers with
100 thousand to 1 million entries/hashes (which approximately
takes 2.5MB to 25MB). Note that these studies are done by
analyzing the traces and keeping track of accesses and updates
which result in creation of garbage pages, and reusing them.
Figure 5 shows the number of writes in each trace2, and the
number of writes when various buffer sizes are employed. As
shown in this figure, employing even a small buffer (with
100K entries) would dramatically reduce the number of writes
to the SSD by up to 62%. However, in some cases, where
the workload has a larger number of writes (such as mail),

2These traces are collected on several days. Xi in this figure refers to the
ith day of trace X (e.g., m2 means the second day of mail).
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Fig. 6: Average number of misses in the LRU buffer with
regards to each popularity degree, for a representative trace
with 100K entry buffer size.

there is still a meaningful gap between the ideal case (with
an infinite buffer) and the small buffer case – around 69%
difference in this example. This difference is the consequence
of some evictions from the buffer which result in subsequent
misses, compared to the ideal case where no garbage page is
evicted from the buffer, due to capacity reasons, after insertion.

To investigate the misses in this buffer with the LRU scheme,
we study one of the traces (m2) from Figure 5, with 100K
buffer size. We report the breakdown of the number of misses
for all pages, averaged for each popularity degree (i.e., average
number of misses for pages with a certain popularity), in
Figure 6. As this figure depicts, LRU still leads to a lot of
misses, especially for the popular values. One way to address
this is to accommodate the popularity of values in this buffer
replacement.

LRU policy satisfies the temporal locality but lacks taking
the popularity (frequency) into account. LFU policy, on the
other hand, possesses only the access frequency and does
not take aging and recency of accesses into consideration.
As explained in the preliminary section, the popularity of a
value plays a significant role in determining its reusability.
Recency of accesses, on the other hand, can be used as a
means to figure out the aging information of data blocks in
the dead value pool. Thus we take these two parameters into
account when designing our buffering mechanism: (i) frequency
of accesses to a data block, which is an indication of value
popularity, and (ii) recency of accesses to the data blocks.
There has been considerable prior work [22], [32]–[34] on
investigating various buffer management replacement policies
addressing these trade-offs. We adapt Multi-Queue (MQ) buffer
management replacement policy [22] which takes both recency
and frequency of accesses into account, by employing multiple
LRU queues with each belonging to a group of pages with
a particular access frequency (popularity degree). The access
frequency is taken care of by employing multiple queues, and
access recency is dealt with by employing LRU replacement
policy within each of these queues. Lastly, there might be
cases where a value is popular for a short time (accessed
very frequently in that time interval), and then has no access
for a relatively long time. MQ algorithm employs an aging
mechanism with appropriate promotion and demotion functions
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Fig. 7: An example of multi-queue algorithm with four queues.

between the queues to evict the values which are not accessed
for a relatively long time, to create space for new items.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section we describe the detailed implementation of
the MQ scheme, which temporarily stores the garbage pages
and recycles them in the future, when possible.

A. MQ Dead-Value Pool

The Multi-Queue (MQ) algorithm integrates access frequency
(value popularity) and recency for replacement. It maintains
multiple queues where each queue represents a range of access
frequencies. The algorithm, utilizes a relative timestamp which
is tracked as the number of write requests to measure the
recency of a page. For example, the ith incoming write request
has a timestamp of i. We will use “reference count” and
“popularity degree” interchangeably to refer to the number of
write requests on a page/4KB chunk of data. If a garbage
page is not accessed for a long time, its associated entry either
stays in the same queue or is demoted to a lower queue based
on the demotion policy. We give an example in Figure 7 to
illustrate the MQ mechanisms. In this example, 4 queues are
maintained, where all hashes of garbage pages start with Q0
and get promoted to next queues based on their popularity
degree. In this example, entry B is being promoted and entry
G is being demoted. We describe the detailed implementation
of MQ dead-value pool in the next subsections.

B. FTL in an SSD

An SSD has multiple NAND Flash chips. A group of
flash chips are connected to the device controller through
independently functioning channels. A flash chip is further
comprised of a number of blocks, each of which containing
hundreds to thousands of pages, where a page is the smallest
unit for read and write operations. Apart from raw NAND Flash
chips, SSDs contain processing units and SRAM/DRAM space
to hold the Flash Translation Layer which helps emulating SSD
as a block-level device. Writing into a page requires an erase
beforehand, which is performed at the granularity of a block.
There is an asymmetry in latency of flash operations, with
write being much slower than reads, and erase being much
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Fig. 8: LPN-to-PPN table and dead-value pool entries.

slower than both reads and writes. This erase-before-write
property necessitates out-of-place updates in order to prevent
the high latency of erase deteriorating the write performance.
The out-of-place updates result in invalidation of the older
versions of pages, requiring garbage collection to reclaim
certain number of invalid pages in order to create room for new
writes. During GC, the selected block is erased after relocating
its valid pages. The FTL is comprised of (i) a Mapping Unit that
performs page-level mapping between Logical Page Number
(LPN) to Physical Page Number (PPN), and (ii) the garbage
collection and wear levelling. The data structures and additional
information required for MQ mechanisms are added to the
FTL functionalities and stored in the RAM space on the SSD.

C. MQ Scheme

Each entry in the LRU queues of MQ scheme holds (i) a 16B
hash of the data, (ii) the associated PPN(s) currently the data
resides in (and dead), (iii) the popularity degree/reference count
of the corresponding data (the number of writes to that block3,
and (iv) expiration time which relates to the minimum time an
entry should be kept in the MQ prior to eviction. Moreover,
not to lose the popularity information of a data block once it
is evicted from the dead-value pool, we add 8 bits (1 byte) to
the LPN-to-PPN mapping table which counts the popularity
of a data block. Figure 8 illustrates the details of LPN-to-PPN
table and dead-value pool entries. Similar to the original MQ
algorithm, we keep track of the hottest entry as well as the
time interval between its last two accesses, which is used to
calculate the expiration time for the demotion function. The
events in the MQ are as follows.

Writes: Whenever a write request arrives, first the hash of
content that is going to be stored on SSD is calculated –called
H(D). The hash value (H(D)) is then searched in the dead-
value pool. On a hit, the valid flag of corresponding physical
page is updated (turning a garbage page into a valid/live page).
Consequently, the LPN-to-PPN table entry is updated with
the PPN of H(D). The popularity count of this PPN is also

3Prior work [4], [5] shows that if a block is popular in reads it is not
necessarily popular in writes. Thus, we only track the popularity of a data
block in terms of its number of writes.

updated in the LPN-to-PPN table. If the dead-value pool entry
containing H(D) has only one PPN, this entry is removed since
it does not contain the information of a garbage page anymore.
Thereby, the write operation is short-circuited and no further
program operation is required. This saves a long-latency write
operation, by only updating mapping tables. Finally, the hottest
entry information is updated, if needed. On a miss, on the
other hand, the request is serviced through normal procedure,
and we only need to update the popularity information in the
LPN-to-PPN table.

Updates: Upon an update to an LPN, the old PPN associated
with this LPN is invalidated and inserted into the dead-value
pool (turned to a garbage page). Note that, inserts to the
dead-value pool always starts from the bottom queue and gets
promoted upon more write accesses to that page. Once this
page turns to garbage, its hash is calculated and searched
in the dead-value pool. On a hit, the corresponding entry is
updated with adding the associated PPN to the PPN list of
that entry. To maintain the recency order, this entry is removed
from the queue and pushed back to the tail of the queue4. On
a miss, however, a new entry is created with the calculated
hash and the PPN, and pushed back to the tail of lowest
queue (queue with index one). The popularity information is
also updated in the corresponding MQ entry. Similar to the
previous case, the hottest entry information is also updated, if
required. Finally, we set the expiration time of this entry as:
CurrentT ime+HottestInterval, where CurrentT ime is
the number of writes issued thus far.

Eviction: Upon the insertion of an entry into the dead-value
pool, the queue can get full (e.g., more than 200K entries).
The LRU entry which is currently the head of Q0 is removed
and evicted from the dead-value pool. We do this on demand
rather than creating a large pool of free dead space.

Promotion and Demotion: MQ algorithm runs appropriate
promotion and demotion modules to deal with the frequency of
accesses and aging of garbage pages. The promotion module
picks an entry from each LRU queue and promote it to a higher
queue if its popularity/reference count exceeds the current
queue’s popularity count range. This algorithm attempts to
place the more frequently accessed items in queues with higher
indexes, where the target queue index for a given entry is
calculated based on a logarithmic function of popularity degrees,
i.e., if the log(PopDegree+1) of the associated entry exceeds
the index of the current queue, it is promoted to one higher
queue by removing it from the current queue and adding it
to the higher queue (e.g., promoted from Qi to Qi+1). As an
example, the entry B is accessed and promoted from Q0 to Q1
in Figure 7, by removing it from Q0 and pushing it into Q1.

On the other hand, the demotion module moves entries upon
each update, which are not accessed for a relatively longer
time, to queues with lower indexes. In more details, it checks
the head entry of each queue, which is the least recently used
one, and demotes it if the entry’s expiration time has passed

4This search time can be further optimized by storing an LRU list and
pointers from each entry of MQ to that list.
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(i.e., ExpT ime > CurrentT ime). Subsequently, the new
expiration time is calculated. As shown in Figure 7, upon an
update, the head entry of each queue is checked. Assuming
that the expiration time of entry G has passed in this example,
it is demoted from Q3 to Q2 by removing it from Q3 and
pushing it into Q2.

D. Handling GC

As previously explained, besides eviction from dead-value
pool due to space limits or reuse, it can also happen that
an entry gets evicted by being erased during the GC. Data
popularity-unaware GC is very likely to obliviously select a
block with many popular pages (which are currently garbage
pages but very likely to get recycled soon) and erase it,
leading to missing the popular garbage page information. To
minimize the impact of GC on evicting popular pages from
dead-value pool, we also tune the GC block selection algorithm
to take into consideration the popularity degree of pages of
the victim blocks, thereby, delaying the erasure of popular
pages. Thus, instead of selecting a block with most number of
invalid/garbage pages, we calculate the new popularity-aware
metric which relates to the weighted sum of popularity degrees
of garbage pages in a block, and make the block selection
decision based upon this new metric.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Methodology

Evaluation Platform: We used SSDSim [13] for simulating
the MQ dead-value pool mechanisms. SSDSim is a trace-
driven simulator which has a detailed implementation of FTL
algorithms and request schedulers. We modified SSDSim
to model our proposal and augmented it with additional
components and functionalities required by our proposed
scheme. We assumed that the overhead of hash calculation is
12us [35] and modeled its impact on the queuing latency of
the incoming write requests.

Studied Configurations: The baseline SSD consists of eight
channels, each of which is connected to eight NAND flash
chips. Each channel works on ONFi 4.0 [36]. Table I provides
specifications of the modeled SSD along with parameters of
the baseline configuration.

We compare the performances of four systems:
1) Baseline is the baseline system without any MQ dead-

value pool functionality.
2) MQ-Dead-Value-Pool (MQ-DVP) employs the MQ

dead-value pool scheme. The number of queues and
the total size of dead-value pool can be configured. We
use 8 queues with 5MB of capacity in total5. We conduct

5We have made our design decisions (such as number of queues in MQ
mechanism and total number of MQ entries) after an extensive evaluation.
Any modification to the control parameters is very simple and straightforward
since our proposed mechanisms are amenable to be implemented in the device
firmware/controller which can be easily re-programmed, as needed. Our current
implementation provides flexibility in terms of size of each LRU queue in
MQ. In the future, we are planing to add more capabilities to our design, such
as dynamically tuning the total capacity for MQ, in order to adapt itself to
any changes in the workload.

TABLE I: Main Characteristics of the modeled SSD.

SSD/Flash Chip Configuration
8X8 Dimension (8 channels and 8 chips per channel),
Capacity = 1TB, OP = 15%, Hashing Latency = 12us [35]
Page Size = 4KB, Block Size = 256 pages, Planes per Die
= 2, Dies per Chip = 4, Read Latency = 75μs, Program
Latency = 400μs, Erase Latency = 3.8ms

TABLE II: Workload characteristics. Unique values represent
the percentage of read (write) requests which read (write)
unique 4KB chunks.

Trace WR [%] Unique Value [%]
Name WR RD
Web 77 42 32

Home 96 66 80
Mail 77 8 80

Hadoop 30 63.9 17.5
Trans 55 77.4 13.8

Desktop 42 74.7 49.7

a sensitivity analysis on the capacity parameter (reported
in the evaluation section).

3) Deduplicated SSD (Dedup) employs a deduplication
mechanism in the SSD [4], [5], which removes writes
to pages whose content already exists on the SSD.

4) Ideal uses infinite size for dead-value pool. This system
is not practical to implement in the real SSDs but is
used for the sake of comparison to provide insights on
the maximum achievable performance gain by recycling
garbage pages, without considering associated capacity
overheads.

For each of the evaluated systems, we report the amount of
reduction in the number of writes and erases. We also report
the reduction in average and tail latency for both reads and
writes.

Workloads: We use a set of six disk traces [5], [21] which
contain the values read or written for each request. These traces
have been extensively used by previous related studies [4], [5],
[21], [37]. They are collected from different kinds of big data
applications and servers –with different filesystems such as
ext3 and NTFS– (including mail, web, database servers) and
systems (an experimental system and an office system) at FIU
and OSU universities. Individual requests in these workloads
are of size 4KB, along with hash (SHA-1 or MD5) of the
contents. Table II summarizes the main characteristics of the
disk traces.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the performance and lifetime
benefits achieved through recycling garbage pages. First, we
report the reduction in the number of writes and erase counts.
Then, we quantify the consequent performance improvements
in terms of average and tail (99th percentile) latencies across
the studied workloads.
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Fig. 9: Reduction in the number of writes.

Fig. 10: Reduction in the erase counts.

Fig. 11: Percentage of average latency improvement.

Fig. 12: Percentage of tail latency improvement.

A. Reduction in Write and Erase Counts

Figure 9 shows the reduction in the number of writes for
different pool sizes (100K–300K entries), normalized to the
baseline system where no garbage page is recycled. We also
report the max achievable reduction in the number of writes
(ideal, where infinite pool size is employed) for comparison. As
shown in this figure, our proposal leads to significant reduction

in the number of writes with mean improvement of 29% (for
200K entries), and by up to 70% in Mail, which illustrates the
efficacy of our proposal. The benefits are more notable in write
intensive traces such as Mail, Home, and Web. Among these
traces, Mail has the most redundancy in its writes (note the
low percentage of unique values for writes in Table II), which
directly leads to more benefits achievable by incorporating
our proposal. On the other hand, the benefits drop in traces
such as Desktop and Trans, which have lower skewness
in recycling garbage values (see Table II).

Increasing the size of the buffer from 100K to 200K,
considerably reduces the number of writes. However, beyond
200K, the changes in the benefits are negligible. It is evident
that employing a very small buffer with only 200K entries,
we can reap most of the benefits achievable by the ideal case
that needs an infinite buffer size. Note that in traces such as
Desktop and Trans, due to the small memory footprint,
the reduction in the number of writes is very marginal when
increasing the buffer size – the opposite is observed in a large
trace such as Mail. For the rest of our studies we focus on a
buffer size of 200K entries which approximately takes 5MB of
memory space on SSD, that is negligible in the current SSDs
which have GBs of RAM space.

Reduction In Erase Counts: An immediate consequence of
reducing the number of writes through applying our proposal,
is the reduction in the number of erases (many of garbage pages
become alive again rather than be erased), which are detrimental
to the device lifetime. Figure 10 reports the reduction in the
erase counts for the dead-value pool mechanism with 200K
entries as well as the ideal case, normalized to the baseline
system. As shown in this figure, the trend in the improvements
in the erase counts, is very similar to that of write reduction
in Figure 9, with average reduction of 35.5% across the traces
studied, and by up to 59.2% in Mail.

B. Mean and Tail Latency Improvement

Minimizing GC costs and reducing the number of writes on
the SSD can lead to significant latency improvements, since it
greatly reduces the number of long-latency programs and erase
operations which are often the main sources of high latency
in the SSD. As prior work [2], [38]–[44] shows, GC costs and
read-write interference, not only worsen the responsiveness of
the device on the average, it also degrades the performance
consistency and predictability due to imposing frequent short
episodes of high latencies during the operation time. Employing
dead-value pool enhancements can considerably reduce the
average latency and cut the tail latency as well, by mitigating
GC costs and reducing the number of writes.

We report the performance improvement as the percentage
of reduction in both mean and tail (99th percentile) latencies
in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 11,
the average latency is considerably improved from 4.8% to
52% – with 24.5% improvement on the average. Among the
traces studied, write intensive traces benefit more from our
enhancements as there are more opportunities in such traces for
recycling garbage pages. The maximum benefits are observed
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in Mail which has the highest write-to-read ratio as well as the
highest redundancy degree. However, in a trace like Desktop
which is a read intensive trace, with very low redundancy degree
as well, the improvements are lower (around 4.8%). We also
show the mean latency improvement gained by prior work [20]
(LX-SSD in Figure 11) for comparison. As shown in this figure,
prior work falls behind DVP, as it is not able to efficiently
store and reuse garbage pages. More specifically, not effectively
exploiting the value popularity when calculating recycling
probabilities for garbage pages, and employing a simple LRU
mechanism based on recency of garbage pages associated with
each LBA, leads to lower benefits and hinders the profitability
and scalability of their proposed approach. This is more evident
in Mail, which gains much lower benefits as compared to our
optimizations (it has almost a third of improvements achieved
by DVP). This trace has the largest memory footprint, and
hence, prior work is not able to effectively accommodate
garbage pages for later use. We are able to outperform prior
work by around 2X on average.

Moreover, tail latency improvements shown in Figure 12,
are very similar to that of average latency for DVP. Overall,
our enhancements result in 22% tail latency reduction across
reads and write requests, with the highest improvement being
43.1%.

VII. COMBINING WITH DEDUPLICATION

Reducing write traffic through deduplication has been already
well investigated in different system layers including file
system and block layer [4]–[6], [15]–[17], [21], to improve
device lifetime and performance. Deduplication in file level is
primarily based on whole-file deduplication where even a small
change within the file will cause the whole file to be saved again
(creating a lot of redundant data). Also, as reported by [26]
block-level deduplication achieves more effective elimination
of redundant data than file-system deduplication, while adding
deduplication features to the block layer is easier than changing
the file-system. Further, with SSDs scaling up by embodying
more processing power as well as internal memory, chunk-level
deduplication in the SSD is more desirable due to its flexibility
and low cost. Software approaches such as aggressive file
caching, on the other hand, despite reducing accesses to the
similar content, due to their capacity and latency constraints,
and implementation complexities, cannot provide the entirety
of device-level deduplication. Even if such software approaches
reduce redundant I/O activity, they cannot completely remove
duplicate disk writes. Performing deduplication at device-level,
however, can be done at its finest granularity and reap higher
benefits even in the presence of such software techniques.

Device-level deduplication for SSDs, as prior work [4],
[5] shows, targets optimizations in space and lifetime taking
the value locality in live values into account. By removing
redundant writes targeting live values, the opportunities for
recycling garbage pages drop as the amount of garbage pages
and redundancy among them decreases. However, as Figure 1
shows, even after deduplication, there is still remarkable room
for optimization on garbage pages. Actually, recycling garbage

 

Fig. 13: Comparing deduplication and DVP.

pages is orthogonal to previous efforts on deduplication. Our
proposed mechanism goes beyond finding similar content
among normal pages – it also finds pages to resurrect from
the garbage pool. Note that the notion of garbage page is
different in a normal SSD from that of a deduplicated one.
In normal SSD, based on a one-to-one mapping between
logical and physical addresses, a page turns into garbage
once its associated pointer is removed. When deduplication
is adapted, however, due to many-to-one mapping (multiple
logical addresses associated with a value, pointing to a page) a
physical page turns into garbage only when all pointers to that
page are removed – thus, automatically reducing the garbage
created. Nevertheless, in both implementations, once the page
turns into garbage, it is erased by the garbage collector and
is no longer available. More specifically, with deduplication,
once a page turns into garbage, incoming writes with the
same content will result in a program operation in SSD. Our
enhancements, on the other hand, optimizes such garbage pages,
and by exploiting them, eliminates the incoming writes to
such pages. To better illustrate and compare the scope of
deduplication against our proposal, we give an example in
Figure 13. This figure represents a scenario in which a number
of write requests are attempting to write data block “D” on SSD
in different times. First, at time t0, “D” is written to the SSD.
Next, W2 and W3 are attempting to write data block “D” which
already exists on SSD. Due to their redundant content, Dedup
does not actually write “D” again. However, once “D” turns
into garbage (by updates to the logical pages corresponding to
this physical page), our proposed mechanism keeps track of it
and services W4 without actually writing a data block on SSD.
This is where Dedup fails to capture the content similarity of
incoming writes to the garbage pages. In other words, Dedup
optimzes writes from time t0 until t3 during which the page is
live. From time t3 until t4, DVP is able to capture any write
to garbage pages (“D” in this figure) and eliminate that write.
In the rest of this section we analyze the benefits of employing
our enhancements to a deduplicated store.

A. Dead-Value Pool + Dedup

Recycling garbage pages through dead-value pool mech-
anisms, helps to further reduce the number of writes and
erases on the device, over and beyond what deduplication
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Fig. 14: Reduction in the number of writes.

Fig. 15: Percentage of latency improvement.

alone provides. It also helps minimizing the request latency,
as explained below.

Write Reduction. Figure 14 presents the number of writes
–normalized to the number of writes in the baseline system–
achieved by deduplication (Dedup) running in a system without
recycling garbage pages. We also show the improvements
gained by our proposed dead-value pool mechanisms on
a deduplicated store (DVP+Dedup). In addition, similar to
Figure 9, we report the reduction in the number of writes
through dead-value pool mechanisms in a non-deduplicated
store (DVP). As illustrated in this figure, deduplication yields
40.5% reduction in the number of writes, on average. As already
discussed in Section II, the opportunity of recycling garbage
pages is higher in a non-deduplicated store (see Figure 1). Thus,
the improvements of DVP in a non-deduplicated store is more
notable. However, results for DVP+Dedup that incorporates
both enhancements, are complementary – these techniques can
be collectively used to reap additive benefits. Combining dead-
value pool enhancements with deduplication, leads to another
11% reduction in the number of writes as compared to a system
applying only deduplication.

Latency Analysis. Figure 15 demonstrates the mean latency
improvement across all requests of the studied workloads. We
plot mean latency improvement for dead-value pool (DVP),
deduplication (Dedup), and DVP+Dedup. When deduplication
is employed, latency is significantly improved (by up to 58.5%).
Integrating our proposed mechanisms into a deduplicated store,
on the other hand, further reduces the latency by 9.8% on
average, and by as much as 15%. These results confirm that
finding pages to resurrect from the garbage pool, can effectively

reduce the write traffic, improving latencies as well in the
process.

As discussed in this section, incorporating our proposed
mechanisms exploits garbage pages to improve performance
and increase device lifetime. The presence of data deduplication
or any software technique can, to some extent, lower the
profitability of our approach but not completely taking it away.
Note that deduplication or any other software technique, only
optimizes I/O accesses to live pages and once that page turns
into garbage, they are no longer taking it into consideration.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first analyze the distribution of garbage
pages in an SSD from the content perspective. Through a
careful characterization, we find out that value popularity in
the garbage pages and their number of rebirths is directly
related to the value popularity among live values. Therefore, by
leveraging value popularity to estimate rebirths, we propose to
delay collecting some garbage pages, thereby, reducing the GC
overheads as well as number of writes. We design an efficient
buffering mechanism to effectively storing the information of
some garbage pages to service the incoming write traffic in a
normal and deduplicated SSD. Our enhancements considerably
reduce the number of writes and erase counts and leads to
lower average and tail latencies. On the average, we achieve
29% reduction in the number of writes, and 24.5% and 22%
improvement in mean and tail latency, respectively.
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